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The root causes of the incessant obsession by ethno 
nationalists and tribalists to dissolve  Ethiopia 

Ethiopia finds itself in disturbingly precarious situation with regard to its ontological security             
to continue existing as an integrated sovereign state. The current discourses and structural             
ramifications and institutional basis appear to be the major obstacle for pan Ethiopian             
nationalism. These are the works of EPRDF/TPLF by design! Ethnic based politics are the              1

culprit for this mess. TPLF is out, Oromo nationalists are in; as we speak a new age of ethnic                   
hubris is setting in as the virus of tribalism threatens to disintegrate and induce a civil war that                  
could shatter the nation like Yugoslavia’. The threat posed by ethnic rancor looms large and              2

forebodingly. 
Research lends support to the conclusion that citizen based politics is the best approach for               
multi diverse cultures like in Ethiopia. Taye (2017 ) rightly pointed out that to remedy this               3

acute systemic illness, the ‘government’ has to stop politicising human diversity and the             
ethnic federal arrangement in Ethiopia needs an urgent reconsideration before the case moves             
to the worst scenario. A non-ethnic, non-tribal multi-party democracy has to be established as              
the only viable option that could more effectively address the typical causes of conflict and               
guarantee stability, equity and economic development. Birara (2019) noted that today,           
Ethiopia and Ethiopian identity are cherished, coveted and celebrated more by Jamaicans and             
other blacks in the Caribbean, in some parts of Latin America and in the United States where                 
Rastafarians live and work than among most Ethiopian young people born under the EPRDF.              
The TPLF and the OLF and other ethnic fronts have done an extraordinary job degrading               
Ethiopia and Ethiopian national identity as an Ethiopian deliberately and systematically over a             
period of more than 40 years. 
Balanced intellectuals and well-informed people of all walks of life have been repeatedly             
warning the madness that ethnic based politicians are engulfed in and politicising the beautiful              
diversity and long existing interaction and unity of the peoples of Ethiopia . In this short paper                4

I will outline or problematize the root causes of the temptation by some groups or so called                 
activists to dissolve Ethiopia. The factors are interlocking fitting into each other, as parts of               
machinery, so that all action is synchronized. I argue that the threat for the unity, existence                
and integrity of this ancient land stems from the following interlocking factors that is              
ignorance, lack of perspective, self-aggrandizement, deficit moral intelligence, inferiority         
complex, psychological and personal factors which refer to thoughts, feelings and other            
cognitive characteristics that affect the attitude, behavior and functions of our mind. These             
factors can influence how we think and later affect our decisions and relations in our daily                
life. The ‘personal issue’ requires deeper analysis and extensive observation data. (I will get              

1 TPLF was the main and most powerful party within the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Democratic Front, the so-called ruling political                   
coalition which consists of four political parties. 
2 https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/22/ethiopia-ethnic-apartheid-and-the-globalist-colonizers-playbook/ 
3 https://www.accord.org.za/ajcr-issues/ethnic-federalism-conflict-ethiopia/  

4 What you are about to read should be of concern to you whether you live in America, France, Ethiopia or any corner of the world.                          
For there is a nefarious ploy that has been used throughout the ages to splinter society into the ghettos of imposed identities and                       
divisive ideologies. https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/22/ethiopia-ethnic-apartheid-and-the-globalist-colonizers-playbook/. Ethiopia:    
Ethnic Apartheid and the Globalist Colonizers’ Playbook. JULY 22, 2019 BY 21WIRE. 

https://www.accord.org.za/people/bekalu-atnafu-taye/
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/22/ethiopia-ethnic-apartheid-and-the-globalist-colonizers-playbook/
https://21stcenturywire.com/author/21wire/


back to that in Part II). For now it is suffice to quote the astute philosopher Dr. Tedla G                   
Woldeyohannes to help us illuminate the personal aspect. “Oromo nationalists— look at           
Obang Metho— who doesn't do politics based on what other Ethiopians called him. His              
politics is based on what we can and should do as fellow human beings and Ethiopians. Just                 
because people called Oromos with derogatory terms which happens to anyone from any             
ethnic group, the so called Oromo nationalists have built their movement of grievance politics             
when Obang knows nothing like that. Learn from Obang and stop crying. You professors and               
doctors, what is the point of being educated if you can't do better than people who never had                 
any opportunity to go to school? We're ashamed for you, Oromo nationalists! (Personal             
communication, 2019) 
 
I will explain in detail the concepts and the empirical data on which I based my assertion here                  
at full-length research paper later. For now I outline these important factors that may threaten               
Ethiopia’s unity and integrity. What unites these factors are a chain of fake narratives ,              5

distortions and personal matters including ‘low intelligence’. The definition proposed by the            
American Psychological Association Task Force is that intelligence is the ability ―to            
understand complex ideas, to adapt effectively to the environment, to learn from experience,             
to engage in various forms of reasoning, to overcome obstacles by taking thought (Neisser,              
1996, p. 1) . I do not want to delve into the psychometric elements of the IQ tradition.                 6

However, one common thread that I observed during 20 plus years of careful analysis of the                
personalities of the ethnic based activists and politicians/narrow nationalists is that they do not              
seem to learn from experience both historical and current ones; they do not anticipate the               
consequences of their action. They do not understand the complexities that entail nation-state             
building and the consequences of fomenting discord and animosity among peacefully existing            
ethnic groups. Professor Gordon Hodson and his colleagues wrote a number of articles             7

linking ignorance/low intelligence, prejudiced beliefs and socially conservative politics. The          
finding represented evidence of a vicious cycle: People of low intelligence gravitate toward             
socially conservative ideologies, which stress resistance to change and, in turn, prejudice and             
ethnicist . Why might less intelligent people be drawn to divisive and conservative            8

ideologies? Because such ideologies feature “structure and order” that make it easier to             
comprehend a complicated world. Are ethnicists, narrow nationalists and racists dumb?           
Current research suggest the answer to both questions may be a qualified yes . 9

 

5 One culprit is the false narrative accusing Amharas of “chauvinism,” neftegna, oppression and other abusive and marginalizing terms to                    
describe Amhara culpability and guilt. Tragically not only for Amharas and others whose dedication to Ethiopia is irrefutable, the false                    
narrative is deep, wide and corrosive. It will take decades of reeducation to erase the narrative due to ignorance and inability to change,                       
especially among political elites, intellectuals and activists. (Ethiopia’s Policy Logjam and Unintended Consequences. Posted by: ECADF in                 
Opinions July 28, 2019. https://ecadforum.com/2019/07/28/ethiopias-policy-logjam-and-unintended-consequences/ 
 
6 Neisser, U. (1996). Intelligence: Knowns and unknowns. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association. 
7 Hodson, G., & Earle, M. (2017). Anti-Semitism. In F.M. Moghaddam (Ed.), The SAGE Encyclopedia of Political Behaviour (pp. 28-30).                  
Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE.  http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781483391144.n19 

8 Hodson, G., MacInnis, C.C., & Busseri, M.A. (2017). Bowing and kicking: Rediscovering the fundamental link between generalized                  
authoritarianism and generalized prejudice. Personality and Individual Differences, 104, 243-251. DOI: 10.1016/j.paid.2016.08.018 

9 Hodson, G., Turner, R.N., & Choma, B.L. (2017). Individual differences in intergroup contact propensity and prejudice reduction. In L.                    
Vezzali & S. Stathi (Eds). Intergroup contact theory: Recent developments and future directions(Series: Current Issues in Social Psychology)                
(pp. 8-30). New York, NY: Routledge. 

https://ecadforum.com/author/ecadforum/
https://ecadforum.com/category/opinion/
http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781483391144.n19


Aklog Birara (July 28, 2019) accurately captured the consequences of grand lies, ignorance ,             10

misinformation and false narratives on and targeted attack against the Amhara ethnic group.”             
The Ethiopian left and ethnic-nationalists —in particular the Ethiopian People’s          
Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF/TPLF) and the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF)          
propagated Amhara “chauvinism, oppression of nations, nationalities and peoples,”         
exploitation and cruelty for half a century. This utterly absurd and false narrative was imposed               
on school children who have now reached the age of maturity hating, suspecting and              
denigrating, in some cases killing and of course arresting and jailing Amharas. Amharas are              
not the enemy. Haile M. Larebo in his letter "My response to Oromo Intellectuals for their                11

Misrepresentation of, and attack on, Ethiopian History rightly noted “….My final advice to             
these ‘educated’ individuals is that, instead of fabricating lies for your own political agenda,              
you should work for the full empowerment of every Ethiopian, immaterial of his/her ethnic              
origin, religion, or language, birth or background. That is what education is about. The              
enemies of Ethiopia are poverty, illiteracy, disease and ignorance, and NOT Menilek or your              
imagined Amhara. Instead of wasting your time in fruitless and useless politicking, dividing             
people, you should instead invest your time in hard work with aim to alleviating our people’s                
misery and mortality rate. Whether you appreciate or not, the fact is that Menilek has laid a                 
strong foundation: he has given pride that has allowed each one of us to walk in every corner                  
of the world with head high and irresistible self-confidence. 

Aklog Birara (July 28, 2019) further noted that the founding of the Ethiopian People’s              
Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) dominated by the Tigray People’s Liberation          
(TPLF) and its ally the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) in 1991; and the language and               
ethnic-based Constitution of 1994 were both established by excluding the Amhara. At the             
time, the Amhara population constituted a majority of the Ethiopian population. The            
exclusion of Amhara reflects the false ideological and political narrative of the left, external              
powers and ethnic fronts. Ethiopia lost its sea coast because of ethnic hatred and a false                12

narrative. Subsequently, horrendous crimes against humanity targeting Amhara took place          
without let up’ . Both the Tigrean tribalists and extreme Oromo nationalists took the             13

anti-Amhara sentiment and anti-Ethiopianism literally, and made the Amhara people and           
devout Ethiopians (pan Ethiopianism) its primary enemy. Hatred, immoral characterization          
and unfounded narratives have been used as tools to advance the disintegration of the country.  

10 Ignorance leads to deaths and massive incarcerations. Ignorance keeps Ethiopia poor, backward and vulnerable to external threats.                  
Ignorance deters development. Ignorance leads to the destruction of investment properties (Birara, 2019). (Ethiopia’s Policy Logjam and                 
Unintended Consequences.Why willful ignorance should be combatted now.        
https://theworldnews.net/et-news/ethiopia-s-policy-logjam-and-unintended-consequences. 
 
11 "My response to Oromo Intellectuals for their Misrepresentation of, and attack on, Ethiopian History. (Professor Haile M. Larebo) 
12 A few weeks ago, Herman Cohen—a neocon warmonger who used to be George Bush’s Assistant Secretary of State for African                     
Affairs—tweeted a most malicious slur against Amhara people in a naked attempt to further incite tribalism and fan the flames of hatred that                       
is threatening to unleash the dark forces of sectarianism upon Ethiopia. At a time where uncertainty was sweeping across the country after a                       
supposed “regional coup d’etat”—which was an outlandish and oxymoronic media narrative being peddled by the Ethiopian                
government—there was a one-two punch that pushed Ethiopia closer to the brink of conflagration.              
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/22/ethiopia-ethnic-apartheid-and-the-globalist-colonizers-playbook/). Compare Herman Cohen’s    
statement with Abyssinia: the powder barrel by Roman Procházka, Freiherr von. London, British international news agency [1936?] 

13 Ethiopia’s Policy Logjam and Unintended Consequences. Posted by: ECADF in Opinions July 28, 2019.               
https://ecadforum.com/2019/07/28/ethiopias-policy-logjam-and-unintended-consequences/(by Aklog Birara) 
 

https://theworldnews.net/et-news/ethiopia-s-policy-logjam-and-unintended-consequences
https://theworldnews.net/et-news/ethiopia-s-policy-logjam-and-unintended-consequences
https://ethiopians4cm.org/herman-cohen-21st-century-rodolfo-graziani/
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/07/22/ethiopia-ethnic-apartheid-and-the-globalist-colonizers-playbook/
https://ecadforum.com/author/ecadforum/
https://ecadforum.com/category/opinion/


We should be very straightforward in our critique of both colonial powers, fake historians and               
missionaries for racializing Amhara vs. others categories in Ethiopia, thus hardening           
previously fluid lines and introducing a tribal discourse . For instance, ‘Europeans created            14

hutu-tutsi tensions if not the categories themselves. The ideological roots of Rwanda’s            
postcolonial ethnic bloodletting stemmed not from primordial ethnic hatreds but from colonial            
manipulations between 1900 and 1960. Second, the key factor in this colonial manipulation             
was the catholic missionaries’ racializing of the hutu-tutsi distinction. In turning flexible            
social categories into immutable racial identities, Rwanda’s catholic leaders ensured the           
long-term division of Banyarwanda society along a hutu-tutsi tribal axis. Missionaries,           
colonial officials, and Rwandan elites all became locked in a dualistic political imagination of              
“hutu” and “tutsi.” (p. 173)  15

 

This behavior can be explained as lack of moral intelligence. Beheshtifar, Esmaeli, and             
Moghadam (2011 ) claim that moral intelligence is the “’central intelligence’ for all            16

humans.” It is considered a distinct form of intelligence, independent to both emotional and             
cognitive intelligence. Lennick and Kiel, authors of Moral Intelligence and the originators of           
the term, identified four competencies of moral intelligence: integrity, responsibility,          
forgiveness, and compassion . Ethno nationalists in Ethiopia lack these skills and values, and             17

their moral scores are shockingly low. Lies and devilish thought pervades people with deficit              
moral intelligence. Almost all our ethno nationalists are infected with this endemic. Aklog             
Birara (2019) dubbed them or their actions the Great Wall of Lies. Historical, political,              
socioeconomic and cultural ignorance among Ethiopia’s intellectuals, political and social          
“elites” is at its peak. It is guided by relentless misinformation, hatemongering and by identity               
politics that has no boundaries. Deliberate ignorance and misinformation concerning the           
historical and nation-building roles of the Amhara is amongst the most damming, unsettling,             
destabilizing and dangerous phenomenon in the world. 

My next construct is self-aggrandizement and inferiority complex. These two constructs           
can be used interchangeably. Our ethno nationalists maybe characterized as the embodiment            
of toxic delusions of grandeur and narcissism. Research shows that the need for             
self-aggrandizement comes from feeling small within yourself. In order to compensate, you            
try to make yourself larger and larger in the eyes of others, almost larger than life at times. All                   
such behaviors are born of mental and emotional imbalance. These problems can only be              
dissipated by confronting deeply held convictions via therapy. Most of the extreme            
nationalists that I happen to follow up through their discourses and actions have a pattern of                
pompous behavior, boasting, narcissism or competitiveness designed to create an appearance           
of superiority. It can often manifest in aggressive, ruthless or manipulative patterns of             
relating. Just look at the behavior of Jawar Mohammad and Getachew Redda. Despite their              

14 See Abyssinia: the powder barrel by Roman Procházka, Freiherr von. London, British international news agency [1936?].  
15 Carney, J. J. (2012). Beyond tribalism: the hutu-tutsi question and catholic rhetoric in colonial Rwanda. Journal of Religion in Africa, 42,                      
172-202. 
 
16 Tanner, C. & Christen, M. (2014). Moral Intelligence – A Framework for Understanding Moral Competences. In M. Christen et al.                     
(eds.), Empirically Informed Ethics: Morality between Facts and Norms (119-136). Zurich, Switzerland: Springer International Publishing. 
 
Beheshtifar, M., Esmaeli, Z., & Moghadam, M. N. (2011). Effect of moral intelligence on leadership. European Journal of Economics,                  
Finance and Administrative Sciences, 43, 6-11. 
 
17 Lind, Georg (2008). "The meaning and measurement of moral judgment competence: A dual-aspect model". In Fasko, Daniel Jr; Willis,                    
Wayne (eds.). Contemporary Philosophical and Psychological Perspectives on Moral Development and Education. Hampton Press.             
pp. 185–220. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence


facade, self-aggrandizers often suffer from low self-esteem themselves. They engage in false            
accusations, smear campaigns, distortion campaigns, character assassination attempts and         
malicious gossip. Self-aggrandizers often use a “divide and rule/conquer” technique to gain            
control over people. That is what we have been witnessing the last three decades in Ethiopia. I                 
found the theory of narcissism relevant here. The theory of narcissism, according to Andrew              
D. Brown (1997), can be employed usefully to analyze the dynamics of group and              18

organizational behavior. Just as individuals seek to regulate their self-esteem through such            
ego-defense mechanisms as denial, rationalization, attributional egotism, sense of entitlement,          
and ego aggrandizement, which ameliorate anxiety, so too do groups and organizations. An             
understanding of the behaviors by which groups and organizations regulate self-esteem is            
important, because it sheds light on the dynamics underlying the legitimacy attributions made             
by organizational participants. We see all these elements in political groups such as TPLF and               
extremist Oromo groups. Why are notorious extremist Oromo nationalists visiting Mekelle           
city, the hub of vicious conspiracies? What was the motive of declaring Wollo region as an                
Oromo territory ? 19

 
“He knows nothing; and he thinks he knows everything. That points clearly to a 
political career.”  
― George Bernard Shaw, Major Barbara 

 
Wicked and dishonorable actions and rhetoric by tribalist politicians and activists, with            
sinister motives to foment conflict among the multitudes of Ethiopian ethnic groups, are the              
standard of the day in Ethiopia. It started with Tigrean cadres several decades ago; and now it                 
is intensified by Oromo tribalists. A recent example is Professor Ezekiel Gebissa’s interview            20

with Simeneh Bayfers of Walta TV . And compare the interview with Asafa Jalata’s (2001)              21

book Fighting Against the Injustice of the State and Globalization: Comparing the African             
American and Oromo Movements. These are just two examples. A closer reading of the works               
of these scholars and comments by their followers are not based on genuine or credible               
historical analysis. The low standards of scholarship evident in their books or other written              
materials render them largely irrelevant for modern social science/history. I discern only a             
sinister web of self-perpetuating political ethnicism. What these aggressive rhetoric and           

18 Brown, A.D (1997). Narcissism, Identity, And Legitimacy. Academy of Management Review VOL. 22, NO. 3. Published Online: 1                   
July1997 Doi: https://doi.org/10.5465/amr.1997.9708210722.  
 
19 Not only does the Professor engage in selective denunciation, he spreads ethnic hatred. In most of his political discussions, interviews,                     
speeches, and writings he instigates conflict between Amharas and Oromos. In an essay that appeared on  Ethiomedia on October 20, 2016,                   
he lists (by quoting another author) ethnic slurs directed at the Oromo more people supposedly by Amhara people, as an example of how the                        
Amharas have oppressed, marginalized, and dehumanized the Oromo people for more than hundred years. In the eyes of many Ethiopians, as                     
Donald Donham keenly observed, the “Galla were pagans. They were uncivilized. Ye Galla chewa ye gomen choma yellem (it is impossible                     
to find a Galla gentleman as it is to find fat in greens) or again Galla inna shinfilla biyatbutim aytera (even if you wash them, stomach lining                           
and a Galla will never come clean).” In one Amharic expression, Oromos were equated with human feces: “Gallana sagara eyadar                    
yegamal” (Galla and human feces stink more every passing day). In another, even Oromo humanity was questioned: “Saw naw Galla?” (Is                     
it human or Galla?). What was the purpose of listing these ethnic slurs? Why stoop so low? ………. it is to create resentment, animosity,                        
and hostility among Oromos against the Amhara people. But what he should have realized is that ethnic, racial, or regional slurs are not                       
unique to Ethiopia. They are ubiquitous elsewhere as well. Still, intellectuals don’t resort to using slurs to bolster their arguments.                    
https://www.satenaw.com/the-intellectual-bankruptcy-of-hizkiel-gebissa/ Gemechu Aba Biya. 
20 In  an interview on August 1 with Semeneh Biafers of Walta TV, Hizkiel  Gebissa  makes many deceitful statements, as he has done in the                        
past. It’s time to take him to task. He describes himself as a public intellectual dedicated to defending human rights in Ethiopia. But a                        
glimpse of his interviews, speeches, and writings reveal that the man is neither an intellectual nor a human rights advocate; rather, he is an                        
intellectually bankrupt and dishonest imposter. https://www.satenaw.com/the-intellectual-bankruptcy-of-hizkiel-gebissa/ Gemechu Aba Biya. 
21 https://borkena.com/2019/08/02/professor-ezekiel-gebissa-interview-with-simeneh-bayfers-of-walta-tv/. Professor Ezekiel Gebissa     
interview with Simeneh Bayfers of Walta TV. 

https://journals.aom.org/doi/pdf/10.5465/amr.1997.9708210722
https://journals.aom.org/doi/pdf/10.5465/amr.1997.9708210722
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1778844
https://journals.aom.org/journal/amr
https://doi.org/10.5465/amr.1997.9708210722
https://www.ethiomedia.com/1000codes/7755.html
https://www.satenaw.com/the-intellectual-bankruptcy-of-hizkiel-gebissa/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXaK-6F5AWI
https://www.satenaw.com/the-intellectual-bankruptcy-of-hizkiel-gebissa/


misrepresentations have contributed so far is massacre, mass displacement, unrest and           
violence disrupting economic and social development.  
 
 
 
“Without education, we are in a horrible and deadly danger of taking educated people 

seriously.”  
― G.K. Chesterton 

 
I do not underestimate the importance of ethnic identity, language development, equality and             
respect for cultural diversity within a well-functioning and just federal structure. The current             
constitution and federal structure is not only dysfunctional but also a recipe for the              
disintegration of Ethiopia . An overdriven grievance, the cult of victimhood, politicization of            22

tribal identity by these self-seeking personalities and false narratives have been the source of              
misery, internal displacement, death, and distrust among neighbors of different ethnic groups.            
Ethiopia is among the poorest countries in the world, and suffers from recurring famine, and               
adding these new man made problems is just a recipe for genocide. What Ethiopia needs is                
pan-Ethiopian nationalism side by side with a genuine federalism. I am sure the overriding              
majority of Ethiopians wish to live in a peaceful Ethiopia under one flag. As the Prime                
Minister, Abiy Ahmed said at his swearing in last year, “Our identity is interwoven and               
intermingled. We are born Ethiopians and we die as Ethiopians.” I hope he meant it! 
 
What is most saddening is the continuous defamation of the character and reputation of              
Emperor Menelik as well as belittling the Adwa victory by Tigrean cadres and extreme              
Oromo nationalists. The victory is the pride of black people. As the only African nation to                
successfully resist European conquest during the scramble for Africa, Ethiopia became a           
pre-eminent symbol of the pan-African movement and international opposition to colonialism.       

The battle of Adwa not only saved Ethiopia from colonization by Rome, but also raised the                 23

status of an African country to an equal partner in the world community. The victory was                24

achieved by the combined efforts of The Oromos, the Tigreans, the Amharas and the rest of                
Ethiopia. It is a pride of everybody. Why do then the tribalists want to delete that glorious                 
history unless an utter lack of moral intelligence and complete disregard for the truth?! “Facts               
do not cease to exist because they are ignored.” ― Aldous Huxley, Complete Essays 2,               
1926-29. 

It is important to note that the current population of Ethiopia is 110,344,154 as of Sunday,                
august 4, 2019, based on the latest United Nations estimates. However, the political             
discourses appear to solely revolve around the three Ethnic groups (Oromo, Amhara and             
Tigre) disregarding 50,000,000 plus Ethiopians belonging to 80 plus ethnic groups including            

22 ‘The term Balkanization has frequently been used in reference to Ethiopia’s ethnic federalism, which has been codified in the country’s                    
dysfunctional constitution that curiously defines politics, citizenship, rights and privileges on ethnic grounds. Strictly speaking, there are no                  
political or administrative terms in history that can fully and adequately explain the bizarre experiment that we see unraveling in Ethiopia.                     
Nonetheless, a term, which comes close to describing the policies of the current government and the unfolding ethnic violence and                    
repression, is ‘bantustanization,’ which has its origin in apartheid South Africa. The ‘Bantustanization’ of Ethiopia and Its Looming Dangers                    
(by Dawit W Giorgis ) https://theworldnews.net/et-news/the-bantustanization-of-ethiopia-and-its-looming-dangers. 18:48 / 31.07.2019         
ECADF  
 
23 Pankhurst, K.P. (1998) The Ethiopians: A History, The Peoples of Africa Series, Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, ISBN 0-631-22493-9 

24 The Battle of Adwa: African Victory in the Age of Empire by Raymond Jonas (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Press, 2011) 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scramble_for_Africa
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pan-Africanism
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colonialism
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/12502161
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/12502161
https://theworldnews.net/et-news/the-bantustanization-of-ethiopia-and-its-looming-dangers
https://theworldnews.net/et-news/the-bantustanization-of-ethiopia-and-its-looming-dangers
http://ecadforum.com/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_K._P._Pankhurst
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0-631-22493-9


descendants of interethnic marriages. According to my observation, these groups are plagued            
by constant worrying and anxiety about the future of Ethiopia. Ethiopia is a cosmopolitan              
society where many different people lived in almost total harmony until now. Along the              
course of history, many cities like Harar and Addis Ababa have been a melting pot and today's                 
Ethiopians resemble their ancestors in their immense tolerance of ethnical differences in spite             
of some derailed politicians and ethnic nationalist activists’ barrages of fake narratives and             
treacherous and sinister motives. What gives the cohesion of the country is an esprit des corps                
based on a traditional culture, which in turn derives its solidity from the roots of a rich history                  
as well as a common fate for all committed to live here. 

In this reflection paper, I have attempted to unravel the possible reasons, factors and motives               
of ethno nationalist agendas. My argument here is that the obsession of the TPLF cadres and                
other tribalist elements (with anti-Ethiopia discourses as well as anti-Amhara propaganda) are            
characterized by malicious false allegations . Concerted effort is needed to combat this false             25

and distorted information. My primary analysis shows that ignorance, sinister motives, low            
moral intelligence, self-aggrandizement (inferiority complex) and conscientious stupidity are         
the common denominators to or attributes of all these ardent ethno nationalists. The catalysts              
are not genuinely concerned for their respective ethnic groups. They are primarily motived by              
‘psychological and personal factors’. That is my diagnosis of their malaises. The solution,             
treatment alternatives and the road forward will be presented in Part 11. 
 

 
 
 

“Nothing in the world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and 
conscientious stupidity.”  

― Martin Luther King Jr. 
 

25 A must listen videos for critical understanding and review: 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-9uOzjP0iY - አማራነት ወይም ኦሮሙማ የፖለቲካ ፍልስፍና አይደለም" ዶ/ር ኤርሲዶ ለንደቦ | 
Ethiopia | 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDG4ifnwhNs - የልጆቻችን ኢትዮጵያ] ዶ/ር ኤርሴዶ ለንደቦ የብሄር ብሄረሰብ ፖለቲካ የመንጋ 
ፖለቲካ ነው | Ethiopia | 
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